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OFFERING EXPERTISE IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SINCE 1969
Steven J. Dundas

Lerner David’s 60 attorneys solve your intellectual property problems in the context of your business goals.

Lerner David Builds National Reputation on NJ Base
Larry Lerner, Sid David and Joe Littenberg set two goals when they came together to form a law firm in 1969. They
wanted to create a comprehensive intellectual property law firm in New Jersey
so they could be close to their homes and
families. And they did not want to sacrifice the quality or sophistication typically associated with big-city firms.
Forty years later, they and their partners have built an internationally known
firm – Lerner, David, Littenberg, Krumholz
& Mentlik LLP – representing a diverse set
of clients, from the largest corporations
in the world to small businesses with big
ideas. The firm represents clients in every
major patent office in the world and in litigation on virtually every continent.
The bedrock of the firm’s practice is
its ability to craft innovative legal strategies that enhance the intellectual property
assets of its clients and strengthen their
position in the marketplace.
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Lerner David’s renowned litigation
practice has handled cases on chemistry,
medical devices, computer systems, telecommunications, digital cameras, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, among other
cutting-edge technologies.
The firm’s approach to all matters extends well beyond the traditional
claim-based, task-oriented focus of its
rivals. Lerner David views intellectual
property as an integral piece of every client’s business goals and strategies, a view
enhanced by the varied backgrounds
of the firm’s attorneys. Nearly all have
earned undergraduate degrees in scientific and technical fields. Many hold
post-graduate degrees as well, or have
significant commercial experience.
Sharp business skills enable the firm’s
attorneys to provide sound, practical advice that helps companies make intelligent
decisions about the benefits and potential
risks associated with intellectual property.

Clients appreciate the firm’s approach
because it is focused on their broader corporate goals, not simply achieving legal
victory with no commercial goal in mind.
As technology becomes more vital in
every business field, Lerner David’s expertise has broader application in the marketplace and to its clients. Meanwhile, the
challenge of defending intellectual property has intensified due to the increasingly
global scope of technology and markets.
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